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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 
CASE NO: 

  
SUSAN PASSION, L.L.C., 
 
 Plaintiffs, 
 
v. 
 
WINDROSE CHARTERS, L.L.C. & 
GREGORY AURRE,  
 
 Defendants. 
_____________________________________________/ 
 

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
 

 Plaintiff, SUSAN PASSION, L.L.C. (hereinafter “Plaintiff” or “Susan Passion”), hereby 

sue WINDROSE CHARTERS, L.L.C. and GREGORY AURRE (collectively “Defendants”), as 

follows: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
 

1. This is an action for negligence collectively committed by Defendants on or about June 

12, 2018 that caused damage to a 2004 106’ Lazzara registered as the M/V PASSION, a 

2014 18’ APEX Inflatable (the “Inflatable”), and a 2018 39’ Sea Vee (the “Sea Vee”), all 

owned and operated by Susan Passion, while all were docked at Compass Cay Marina in 

Exuma, The Bahamas.   

2. Plaintiff seeks to recover the amounts due for negligence, loss of income, consequential 

damages, attorneys’ fees and costs, and punitive damages.  

PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 

3. Plaintiff is a Florida limited liability company registered in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 

that was at all relevant times the owner of the M/Y PASSION, a 106’ Lazzara motor 
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vessel registered in Florida, a 18’ APEX Inflatable registered in Florida, and a 39’ Sea 

Vee registered in Florida (collectively “Plaintiff’s watercrafts”). 

4. Defendant WINDROSE CHARTERS L.L.C. (hereinafter “Windrose Charters”), is a 

Texas limited liability company and record owner of the M/Y SEA STAR, a 109’ 

Hargrave motor vessel registered in Florida with a Hull Index Number of 

HCY15114C101. 

5. Defendant GREGORY AURRE (hereinafter “Aurre”) is an employee, agent, and/or 

apparent agent of Windrose Charters. Mr. Aurre was acting as an employee, agent, and/or 

apparent agent of M/Y SEA STAR at the time of the incident described herein. Mr. Aurre 

also acts as a captain for Windrose Charters, and represented to Plaintiff that he himself 

was in command of the M/Y SEA STAR at the time of loss.  

6. This is an action for general maritime negligence that arose from the allision of the M/Y 

SEA STAR with the Plaintiff’s watercrafts and, as such, jurisdiction is vested in this 

Court by 28 U.S.C. § 1333. 

7. Plaintiff brings this suit in admiralty pursuant to Rule 9(h). 

8. Venue is proper in the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida, as 

all watercraft in question are berthed and registered in and around Palm Beach, Florida. 

RELEVANT FACTS 

9. On June 12, 2018, the Plaintiff’s watercrafts were properly and legally berthed on the 

dock of the Compass Cay Marina in Exhuma, The Bahamas. 

10. Near the dock where the Plaintiff’s watercrafts were berthed, the beneficial owner of 

Windrose Charters, James Duggan, was awaiting the arrival of his company’s vessel, 

the M/Y SEA STAR. 
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11. Around 8:00 P.M. on June 12, 2018, the M/Y SEA STAR pulled into a nearby dock 

close to where Plaintiff’s watercrafts were berthed while being piloted by Captain 

Gregory Aurre. However, the current was heavy and the winds were blowing around 6 

knots, creating difficult conditions for docking the M/Y SEA STAR. 

12. An agent of the Plaintiff, Captain Wesley Trowell, advised Mr. James Duggan that the 

conditions were not ideal to dock the M/Y SEA STAR at this particular time in this 

particular location. Mr. Duggan assured Captain Wesley Trowell that Captain Aurre 

could safely dock their vessel. 

13. Despite Captain Trowell’s warning, the M/Y SEA STAR allided with the Inflatable 

positioned behind the M/Y PASSION, forcing it under the PASSION’s swim platform, 

and damaging both the Inflatable and the PASSION. 

14. After ramming the Inflatable, the M/Y SEA STAR continued forward, alluding with the 

M/Y PASSION and pushing her approximately 20 feet forward while tearing apart the 

gangway, and ripping away the power cord and dock lines. 

15. The M/Y SEA STAR then attempted to reverse away from the M/Y PASSION, but in 

so doing, the vessel allided with the Sea Vee which was tied to the starboard side of the 

M/Y PASSION causing damage to both watercraft. 

16. Following these allisions, the M/Y SEA STAR left the scene of the accident, leaving 

Plaintiff’s watercrafts severely damaged and Defendant Windrose Charters’ James 

Duggan still standing on the dock. 

17. James Duggan immediately apologized to Captain Wesley Trowell for the damage done 

to the Plaintiff’s watercrafts and provided the captain with requested information such 

as name of the M/YSEA STAR, the name of the company that owned the M/Y SEA 
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STAR, insurance information for the M/Y SEA STAR and the name of the captain of 

the M/Y SEA STAR at the time of the loss. 

18. Later on June 12, 2018, Captain Gregory Aurre provided Captain Trowell with a 

handwritten note providing his contact information and admitting that the “current was 

very heavy and (he) was unable to pivot M/Y SEA STAR. (He) hit the Tender to M/Y 

PASSION.” See Exhibit “A.” 

19. Following this incident, Plaintiff transported its watercraft to Palm Beach, Florida, 

where the three watercraft were or are currently undergoing repairs. 

COUNT I: NEGLIGENCE AGAINST DEFENDANTS FOR PROPERTY DAMAGE OF 
M/Y PASSION, APEX INFLATABLE, AND SEA VEE 

 
Plaintiffs readopt and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 19, and further allege: 

20.  This is an action to recover money damages suffered by Plaintiff Susan Passion, as a 

result of Defendants Windrose Charters and Gregory Aurre’s negligent operation of a 

motor yacht colliding with Plaintiff’s watercrafts. 

21. The Defendants owed a duty of care to the Plaintiff and other vessels berthed at Compass 

Cay Marina and to avoid damaging other vessels.  

22. The Defendants owed a duty of care and to conform to a reasonable standard of conduct 

to operate the M/Y SEA STAR near the Plaintiff’s legally berthed watercrafts in order to 

avoid colliding with said watercrafts. 

23. Defendants breached the duty of care owed to Plaintiff by, among other things: 

a. Failing to post a designated lookout not distracted by other duties; 

b. Failing to keep a safe speed under the circumstances and conditions; 

c. Failing to determine risk of impact; 

d. Failing to take action to avoid impact; 
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e. Failing to properly plan the M/Y SEA STAR’s route; 

f. Failing to obtain a proper route to dock the M/Y SEA STAR; 

g. Failing to properly monitor surroundings; 

h. Failing to wait until daylight before travelling in unfamiliar waters; 

i. Failing to seek advice and counsel on navigating unfamiliar waters;  

j. Failing to heed the advice of Plaintiff’s agent; and 

k. Other failings which will be shown at the trial of this case. 

24. Defendants’ breach led to the unreasonable and foreseeable damage to the M/V 

PASSION, the APEX Inflatable, and the Sea Veee owned and operated by Plaintiff. 

25. As a result of Defendants’ negligence, Plaintiff suffered losses including the cost to repair 

each of the damaged watercraft and the loss of the use of the watercrafts for the period 

they were undergoing repair. 

26. Defendant’s breach was the proximate cause of injury or damage to Plaintiff. 

27. Specifically, Defendants’ negligence caused Susan Passion to incur, at the time of filing 

this lawsuit, over $26,217.43 in property damage for the repair of the Sea Vee; over 

$21,583.71 in property damage for the repair of the APEX Inflatable; and over 

$666,306.78 in property damage for the repair of the M/Y PASSION. 

28. Thus, Plaintiff suffered legally cognizable damages caused by the Defendants’ breach in 

excess of $681,393.33. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants together with any and all 

compensatory damages, statutory interest as permitted, pre-judgment interest as permitted, 

attorney's fees as permitted, costs as permitted and any other relief that this Court deems proper. 
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COUNT II: NEGLIGENCE PER SE AGAINST DEFENDANTS FOR PROPERTY 
DAMAGE OF M/Y PASSION, APEX INFLATABLE, AND SEA VEE 

 
Plaintiffs readopt and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 19, and further allege: 

29.  This is an action to recover money damages suffered by Plaintiff Susan Passion, as a 

result of Defendants Windrose Charters and Gregory Aurre’s negligent per se operation 

of a motor yacht colliding with Plaintiff’s watercrafts. 

30. Defendants violated the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 

(“COLREGS”), including but not limited to: 

a. Rule 5: Failure to maintain a proper lookout to make a full ppraisal of the 

situation and of the risk of collision; 

b. Rule 6: Failure to proceed at a safe speed considering the state of visibility, 

maneuverability of the Vessel, proximity of navigational hazards, and the like; 

c. Rule 7: Failure to determine risk of collision; and 

d. Rule 8: Failure to avoid collision. 

31. Accordingly, Defendants’ violations are negligence per se. 

32. As a result of Defendants’ negligence, Plaintiff suffered losses including the cost to repair 

each of the damaged watercraft and the loss of the use of the watercrafts for the period 

they were undergoing repair. 

33. Specifically, Defendants’ negligence caused Susan Passion to incur, at the time of filing 

this lawsuit, over $26,217.43 in property damage for the repair of the Sea Vee; over 

$21,583.71 in property damage for the repair of the APEX Inflatable; and over 

$666,306.78 in property damage for the repair of the M/Y PASSION. 

34. Thus, Plaintiff suffered legally cognizable damages caused by the Defendants’ breach in 

excess of $681,393.33. 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendants together with any and all 

compensatory damages, statutory interest as permitted, pre-judgment interest as permitted, 

attorney's fees as permitted, costs as permitted and any other relief that this Court deems proper. 

COUNT III: NEGLIGENT HIRING, RETENTION, AND SUPERVISION AGAINST 
WINDROSE CHARTERS FOR PROPERTY DAMAGE OF M/Y PASSION, APEX 

INFLATABLE, AND SEA VEE 
 

Plaintiffs readopt and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 19, and further allege: 

35.  This is an action to recover money damages suffered by Plaintiff Tropixair, as a result of 

Defendant Windrose Charters’ negligent hiring, retention, and/or supervision of Captain 

Gregory Aurre, who was operating the M/Y SEA STAR under the scope of his 

employment or agency with WINDROSE CHARTERS when the vehicle he was 

operating collided with the Plaintiff’s watercrafts. 

36. At all times material, Captain Gregory Aurre was under the direction, supervision and 

control of Defendant Windrose Charters either directly or through its agents.  

37. At all times material, Defendant Windrose Charter negligently hired, retained and/or 

supervised Captain Gregory Aurre when the Defendant knew or should have known that 

Captain Aurre would cause a motor yacht accident which would result in property 

damage. 

38. Despite this knowledge, the Defendant failed to exercise reasonable care in hiring, 

retaining, and/or supervising Captain Gregory Aurre in the course of his employment, 

leading to physical damage done to the M/Y PASSION, the APEX Inflatable, and the Sea 

Vee all owned by Plaintiff. 

39. Defendant’s breach was the proximate cause of injury or damage to Plaintiff. 
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40. Specifically, Defendants’ negligence caused Susan Passion to incur, at the time of filing 

this lawsuit, over $26,217.43 in property damage for the repair of the Sea Vee; over 

$21,583.71 in property damage for the repair of the APEX Inflatable; and over 

$666,306.78 in property damage for the repair of the M/Y PASSION. 

41. Thus, Plaintiff suffered legally cognizable damages caused by the Defendants’ breach in 

excess of $681,393.33. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendant together with any and all 

compensatory damages, statutory interest as permitted, pre-judgment interest as permitted, 

attorney's fees as permitted, costs as permitted and any other relief that this Court deems proper. 

COUNT IV: GROSS NEGLIGENCE AGAINST 2 DEFENDANTS FOR PROPERTY 
DAMAGE OF M/Y PASSION, APEX INFLATABLE, AND SEA VEE 

 
Plaintiffs readopt and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 19, and further allege: 

42.  The breaches of duty outlined in paragraphs 23 and 30 of this Complaint amount to 

extreme departures from reasonable care. 

43. As a licensed mariner, Gregory Aurre was consciously aware of the risk of harm involved 

by the breaches of his duty. 

44. As a charterer of yacht vessels, Windrose Charters was consciously aware of the risk of 

harm involved by the breaches of their duty. 

45. As a direct, actual, and proximate result of the above, the M/Y SEA STAR collided with 

the Plaintiff’s M/Y PASSION, APEX Inflatable, and Sea Vee. 

46. Specifically, Defendants’ negligence caused Susan Passion to incur, at the time of filing 

this lawsuit, over $26,217.43 in property damage for the repair of the Sea Vee; over 

$21,583.71 in property damage for the repair of the APEX Inflatable; and over 

$666,306.78 in property damage for the repair of the M/Y PASSION. 
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47. Thus, Plaintiff suffered legally cognizable damages caused by the Defendants’ breach in 

excess of $681,393.33. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against Defendant together with any and all 

compensatory damages, statutory interest as permitted, pre-judgment interest as permitted, 

attorney's fees as permitted, costs as permitted and any other relief that this Court deems proper. 

Dated:  September 21, 2018   Respectfully Submitted, 
 

MOORE & COMPANY, P.A. 
       Counsel for Plaintiff  
       255 Aragon Avenue, 3rd Floor 

Coral Gables, Florida 33134 
Telephone: (786) 221-0600 
Facsimile: (786) 221-0601 
Email:  michael@moore-and-co.com   

 
       s/ Michael T. Moore   
       Michael T. Moore, Esq. 

      Florida Bar No. 207845 
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